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                Request free demo access

                Enjoy the lastest tracking technology and powerful affiliate management.
                
                				Thank you. We received your message and will reply as soon as possible.
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								Premium Affiliate Software
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								And Much More...
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								Premium Assistance
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								Customization
								


								
								
								


								
								Custom Design & CSS 
								


								
								
								


								
								Your Logo and Assets
								


								
								
								


								
								Your Tracking Domain
								


								
								
								


								
								Currencies & Languages
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								100% Tracking without cookies
Inhouse & Server2Server

								For more than 22 years now, we've been providing the leading affiliate tracking software in it's class. Especially built for advertisers, networks and media buyers. Measure, analyze and optimize your performance marketing campaigns in real time.

								
								
								Read more 
								

								
								
									
										
											
												×Close
												QUALITYCLICK - Powerful Affiliate Software

											

											
												Our powerful tracking technology enables our customers to maximize their performance marketing campaigns. 
												Our international capabilities, like multi-currency and language support, makes going global easy.

													 State-of-the-Art Tracking Technology
	 Flexible Business Process Integration
	 Custom made Invoicing Solutions
	 Fully customizable
	 Full data export at any time


												With 22 years of experience in custom-made affiliate networks we provide out-of-the-box tools helping you to maximize your program and offer
												custom reports based on your business intelligence data. 
												Find the best performing affiliates over all parameters, analyze their traffic and make adjustments to their product feeds. Just a few clicks. Or provide 
												the affiliates access to more detailed transaction data with a Single-Sign-On Solution. Do you get the idea? Relax. We do all the programming for you. 
												Our long-time experienced developers will integrate your customization wishes in less time than you think.
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								 Request free demo access
								
								Contact us
+49 30 94408 730
							

						

					

				

			

			

			
			
			

				
				
				
					
						
							
								Features

								

								With 22 years of proven stability, hundreds of user friendly features and technical support located in germany we assist international brands with capabilities like multi-currency and language support, customization and a clean interface built for ease of use.

								
									
										
											 [image: ]										
											Whitelabel Platform

											Your brand. Your logo. Your  colors and assets. Your First Party Cookie Tracking Domain. Our flexible platform is highly customizable and allows you to personalize everything.

											Read More
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											Very Flexible

											We have developed a highly flexible custom SaaS package. We offer a Pro version and an Enterprise version with a myriad of features and custom programming to meet your specific needs.

											Read More
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											Latest Technologies

											Our latest release of QUALITYCLICK is packed with all the latest technologies and an amazing feature package making it one of the best affiliate software across europe.

											Read More
										

									

								

							

						

					

				

				

			
			

			
			
			
				
					
						
							About Us

							

							Founded in 2000, we have been one of the first companies building custom affiliate software for the european market.


							

							
								
									QUALITYCLICK - Premium Affiliate Software
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											We have steadily grown year on year to establish QUALITYCLICK as the market leader in its field and have become widely recognised as the provider of the most complete and trusted affiliate marketing software.

										

									

									We power one of the most frequent used performance networks and enable hundreds of networks to reliably track and manage their affiliate relationships.

										

								

								
									
										
											
												
													
														Who we are
													
												

											

											
												
													We are a privately owned software development company. Founded in 2000, we provided web based solutions to businesses worldwide. 
													Our client base ranges from companies with more than 10.000 employees to small businesses. Our core team of developers, support staff 
													and sales persons work collaboratively to ensure that all of our customers receive the absolute best product and service.
													
												

											

										

										
											
												
													
														Our Vision
													
												

											

											
												
													We are here to develop and provide the best affiliate software exceeding the expectations of our clients.
													Our passion for innovation and quality is clear in every software enhancement we make. Our developer team 
													utilizes cutting edge technology and sophisticated tools to deliver a new level of affiliate marketing software and support. 
												

											

										

										
											
												
													
														Reliable infrastructure
													
												

											

											
												
													It is crucial that our services are up and running 24/7 and that the IT resources needed are managed inhouse. 
													We take care of the operation, monitoring and backup of our web-based solution as well as our infrastructure. 
													With our data center located in Berlin, our uptime is provable at 99.97%. 
												

											

										


									

								

							

							

						

					

				

			

			
	
			
			
				
					
						
							
								Waste no more time

								Relax and remain focused on your core mission. Take advantage of regular software enhancements, personal trainings, highly flexible customization and reliable, stable tracking.
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							Why Choose QUALITYCLICK

							

							Basic service delivery isn't enough to differentiate any web development firm in today's competitive marketplace. Understanding not only our client's web needs but their business needs has propelled QUALITYCLICK beyond customer satisfaction to loyalty that has driven our growth since 2000.


							
							
							
							
								
								
								

								
									 Very Stable
	 Top Notch Support
	 100% Flexible
	 Well Documented
	 Top Features
	 Multi-Currency
	 Multi-Lingual
	 Used widely



								
								

									
										Very Stable

										

										
											
													 Proven 99.97% uptime
	 22 years Experience
	 Seamless Upgrades
	 Guaranteed Levels of Service
	 Own Infrastructure
	 Backups and Data Recovery all done for you


											

											
												QUALITYCLICK has chosen to exclusively offer Software-as-a-Service (SaaS)  to our customers because of the many benefits it offers.

													By definition, SaaS software is a hosted solution and saves you the trouble of having to maintain infrastructure and complete upgrades. This is all being managed behind the scenes by our technical team.

												Read more
											

										

									

									
										Top Notch Support

										

										
											
													 Premium E-Mail & Phone Support
	 Average 83 minutes response time
	 Advanced Tools and Software
	 Exclusive Industry Knowledge
	 We don’t view you as simply a client
	 We always provide expert service


											

											
												QUALITYCLICK is made up of a team of eBusiness specialists with very strong backgrounds in web development, tracking technologies, infrastructure and information architecture.

													We offer a unique combination of deep technical expertise and creative thinking with a wealth of experience deploying affiliate software solutions. 

												Read more
											

										

									

									
										100% Flexible

										

										
											
													 Own logo, colors and assets
	 Own registration process
	 Basket Tracking included
	 Custom programming to fit your needs
	 Custom made PDF invoices
	 Your terms and conditions
	 API for transaction processing


											

											
												As customization is the top request of our clients we deliver documentation to all API´s and design files with your installation.

													Our programmers will do all the integration work for you. Just send us your product feed URLs and within minutes it will be integrated.

												Read more
											

										

									

									
										Well Documented

										

										
											
													 Manager and Publisher Manual
	 Tracking integration and examples
	 Standard Tracking, Anchor Tracking 
	 Basket Tracking, Referer Tracking
	 API for Affiliates and Merchants
	 Single-Sign-On API
	 Payment processing


											

											
												QUALITYCLICK comes with white label PDF documentation for affiliates and affiliate managers!

													Full-featured-API, Tracking Integration, Customization. All related Documentation is always available from our website!

												Read more
											

										

									

									
										Top Features

										

										
											
													 Marketing
	 Commissioning
	 Reporting
	 Shopping Cart Integration
	 Built-In Security
	 Customize QUALITYCLICK
	 Second Level Option


											

											
												QUALITYCLICK contains hundreds of features, and we are constantly adding new features and updates.

													You go through an easy setup process and your affiliate links can be Search Engine Optimized. Our clients use QUALITYCLICK to track all incoming traffic, affiliate as well as SEM campaigns and referal traffic.

												Read more
											

										

									

									
										Multi-Currency

										

										
											
													 All currencies supported
	 Currency can be virtual
	 Easy to add a new currency
	 Customizable exchange rates
	 One currency per campaign
	 Local taxe rates per campaign


											

											
												Usually, if you sell your products in multiple countries and your pricing is based on their local currencies, you will need to track commissions for your affiliates in multiple currencies.

													Track sales in multiple currencies and use a display currency to compare them in one currency.

												Read more
											

										

									

									
										Multi-Lingual

										

										
											
													 Included: English, German, French
	 Available: Polish, Spanish, Czech
	 All translation texts can be overwritten
	 Client can create new language translations
	 Possible to translate all texts
	 Unicode support


											

											
												QUALITYCLICK is a truly multilingual web service. Currently it is translated into 6 languages, with adding new languages made easy. Your affiliates and affiliate managers will be able to use the application in their native language.

												Read more
											

										

									

									
										Used widely

										

										
											
													 100+ satisfied customers
	 Millions of Transactions each year
	 Used in Europe, UAE, Indonesia, Thailand
	 SaaS started 2005, oldest clients still with us
	 Customizable for local bank accounts
	 Clients from 10 to 10.000+ employees
	 Agencies worldwide trust QUALITYCLICK


											

											
												We have applied our broad experience, technical knowledge, and business expertise in successfully deploying hundreds of commercial affiliate applications for clients worldwide.

												Read more
											

										

									

								

							

							

							
								
										
											
												
													
														 Very Stable
													

												

																								 Proven 99.97% uptime
	 22 years Experience
	 Seamless Upgrades
	 Guaranteed Levels of Service
	 Own Infrastructure
	 Backups and Data Recovery all done for you


												QUALITYCLICK has chosen to exclusively offer Software-as-a-Service (SaaS)  to our customers because of the many benefits it offers.

												By definition, SaaS software is a hosted solution and saves you the trouble of having to maintain infrastructure and complete upgrades. This is all being managed behind the scenes by our technical team.


											
										
										
											
												
													
														 Top Notch Support
													

												

																								 Premium E-Mail & Phone Support
	 Average 83 minutes response time
	 Advanced Tools and Software
	 Exclusive Industry Knowledge
	 We don’t view you as simply a client
	 We always provide expert service


												QUALITYCLICK is made up of a team of eBusiness specialists with very strong backgrounds in web development, tracking technologies, infrastructure and information architecture.

												We offer a unique combination of deep technical expertise and creative thinking with a wealth of experience deploying affiliate software solutions. 


											
										
										
											
												
													
														 100% Flexible
													

												

																								 Own logo, colors and assets
	 Own registration process
	 Basket Tracking included
	 Custom programming to fit your needs
	 Custom made PDF invoices
	 Your terms and conditions
	 API for transaction processing


												As customization is the top request of our clients we deliver documentation to all API´s and design files with your installation.

												Our programmers will do all the integration work for you. Just send us your product feed URLs and within minutes it will be integrated.


											
										
										
											
												
													
														 Well Documented
													

												

																								 Manager and Publisher Manual
	 Tracking integration and examples
	 Standard Tracking, Anchor Tracking 
	 Basket Tracking, Referer Tracking
	 API for Affiliates and Merchants
	 Single-Sign-On API
	 Payment processing


												QUALITYCLICK comes with white label PDF documentation for affiliates and affiliate managers!

												Full-featured-API, Tracking Integration, Customization. All related Documentation is always available from our website!


											
										
										
											
												
													
														 Top Features
													

												

																								 Marketing
	 Commissioning
	 Reporting
	 Shopping Cart Integration
	 Built-In Security
	 Customize QUALITYCLICK
	 Second Level Option


												QUALITYCLICK contains hundreds of features, and we are constantly adding new features and updates.

												You go through an easy setup process and your affiliate links can be Search Engine Optimized. Our clients use QUALITYCLICK to track all incoming traffic, affiliate as well as SEM campaigns and referal traffic.


											
										
										
											
												
													
														 Multi-Currency
													

												

																								 All currencies supported
	 Currency can be virtual
	 Easy to add a new currency
	 Customizable exchange rates
	 One currency per campaign
	 Local taxe rates per campaign


												Usually, if you sell your products in multiple countries and your pricing is based on their local currencies, you will need to track commissions for your affiliates in multiple currencies.

												Track sales in multiple currencies and use a display currency to compare them in one currency.


											
										
										
											
												
													
														 Multi-Lingual
													

												

																								 Included: English, German, French
	 Available: Polish, Spanish, Czech
	 All translation texts can be overwritten
	 Client can create new language translations
	 Possible to translate all texts
	 Unicode support


												QUALITYCLICK is a truly multilingual web service. Currently it is translated into 6 languages, with adding new languages made easy. Your affiliates and affiliate managers will be able to use the application in their native language.


											
										
										
											
												
													
														 Used widely
													

												

																								 100+ satisfied customers
	 Millions of Transactions each year
	 Used in Europe, UAE, Indonesia, Thailand
	 SaaS started 2005, oldest clients still with us
	 Customizable for local bank accounts
	 Clients from 10 to 10.000+ employees
	 Agencies worldwide trust QUALITYCLICK


												We have applied our broad experience, technical knowledge, and business expertise in successfully deploying hundreds of commercial affiliate applications for clients worldwide.


											
										
								

							

						

					

				

			

			
	



			
			
			

				
					
						

							Our Work

							

							We empower hundreds of small to global companies to measure, analyze and optimize their performance marketing campaigns in real time.
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										ImmobilienScout24

										Berlin, Germany

										www.immobilienscout24.de
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										Munich, Germany.

										www.interhyp.de
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										Berlin, Germany

										www.zalando.com
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										Dubai, United Arab Emirates

										www.namshi.com
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										blue-tomato.com

										Schladming, Austria

										www.blue-tomato.com
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										Berlin, Germany

										www.toptarif.de
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										Jochen Schweizer

										Munich, Germany

										www.jochen-schweizer.de
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										shoepassion.com

										Berlin, Germany

										www.shoepassion.com
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								We assist you with affiliate tracking software on an enterprise level and first class technical support. Contact us and start your own inhouse network.
	
								Jan Bischoff, Founder
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											Follow us in these social networks.

												
	
	
	



										
												 Simon-Dach-Str. 12, Berlin
	 +49 30 944 08 730
	 info@qualityclick.com
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